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About This Game

In this action game you can try your survival and strategy skills as well.The features includes multiplayer and cross platform
multiplayer mode, so you available to connect and play together or switch to a different device. This game is available on

windows, mac and linux .Transform faster than the others and get the highest scores.There is a shop system so you can buy
armor or high variation of weapons such as minigun, laser and lots of everything.

You available to choose different characters like ironman,
soldiers or many more. Enjoy the low-poly visual experience.

Play together with your friends and share your victory!

The current features include:

Multiplayer mode

Beautiful, low-poly visuals

Available on windows, mac linux

Cross platform multiplayer

Soldier and Iron mode

Shop system
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5 iron characters

9 soldier weapons

4 iron weapons
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This was really a waste of money. Don't get me wrong, I like the visuals, but the actual gameplay is just so short. I expected
more from this. If it's on sale, you should get it but don't pay the full price for it.. complete
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. Fun little game and the dev is always looking to update even if the updates
dont come that fast.
For the price its worth it thou.. If you think that you can buy as much of these packs as you want, then know that it's a single
time purchase.
I used to think that this pack allows you to p2w and this wrong knowledge spoiled my gaming experience quite a bit. But that
was wrong and ToS is great!. Lets see, I just payed 3 dollars for 3 survey missions. Buy it extremely on sale, or not at all. No
story elements were added, and no new item drops, not worth it.. How to review this game? First of all, I it seems that the game
isn't really a game so much as an exploration of new concept in city builders. Also as of this writing it is version 0.8, so it's not
really finished. So with that in mind, I hope that I can write a fair and honest review here.

As a concept, the game is very, very interesting. It allows you customize every building in the city. Most city builders have
buildings that are made by the art team and have a single function. One problem with that approach is repetition. CitiesCorp
avoids that allowing the player to decide how a building looks, what size and shape it is, and what functions it serves. Yep,
Functions. You can have mixed use buildings. CitiesCorp is very buggy still, but I think it succeds in it's primary purpose of
exploring a new concept for the genre.

Is it better than Cities Skylines? No. Not even close. It does one thing well and pretty much is missing everything else that city
builders have, but it is important to remember that the developer has said that was intentional. The purpose of this game is to
highlight a single new concept and not to reinvent the wheel.

Do I recommend this game? If you love city builders and city simulators and can tolerate the bugginess, then yes. In time
CitiesCorp could bring new ideas into the genre and as fans of the genre we should support projects like this.

If you are new to the genre or want a polished city builder, I would go wait.
. This game gets extremely boring after around 40 mins of playing, would not recommend.
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Why do I need to be online to play single player games?

 The people who made this game should be ashamed of themselves.

This is absurd.. meh, not bad. It's is actually fun. It was nice having an autoclicker right away but the pictures make it look like
you get those spider web things in the corner by the money and stuff and I don't have that. Kinda disappointed, was the selling
point for me when I saw the spider webs. So I'm kind of disappointed. But I recommend for the auto clicker.. PUBLIC
SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

How to make this game run on modern PC's!!!

1. Google GMDX
2. Go to www.gmdxmod.com
3. Follow the super easy instructions to download
4. Enjoy one of the greatest games ever made in 1080p

P.S. this mod is great and super easy to install. it adds just enough to improve the game but doesnt take away from that classic
experience. what are you waiting for??? Go download it!!!!

REVIEW:

Gameplay:
-Challenging
-Rewards creativity
-All weapons and tools have their purpose
-Awesome bionic powers
-Character progression and equipment upgrades make you feel badass
-Fun stealth and shooting mechanics

Story:
-Complex and thoughtful cyberpunk storyline.
-The momentum that the story builds is insane.
-Every bit of dialogue fits so well.
-Satisfying conclusion w\/ multiple endings

Graphics:
-Very dated but has a nostalgic charm to it.

Sound and Music:
-One of the greatest video game soundtracks of all time.
-Sound effects are serviceable.

Optimization:
-After downloading GMDX ran near perfect with only a single crash out of 60+ hours.

Last thoughts:
  This game seems to have aged very well. Im a picky gamer and easily bored, and it kept me entertained for hours on end. The
developers never hold your hand. They present you with obstacles that you solve in your own creative ways. This creates a
gameplay loop thats very satisfying, and as your character becomes more powerful, you just feel like an absolute badass.
  THIS IS ONE OF THE GREATEST GAMES EVER MADE. If youre tired of all these mediocore AAA titles that wanna hold
your hand and bore you with a terrible story, buy this game!!!!

11\/10. While I love the look of this dlc, it has the prefect modern day feel for a city, these are like the page says premade
buildings for you to just select as a whole and place down.
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Were I fault this dlc is in its tile setup, many of the buildings do not extend to the edge of a given tile meaning if you place two
side by side there is a gap in the middle, meaning that you cant make them larger or smaller very easily (if at all), making the
cities look very cookie-cutter if your trying to make a large city, on top of this the tiles seem to have been an after though were
the building was drawn and then cut into tiles rather then taking the positions into consideration.

The art is great, just wish there was ether more to offset the limitations of this pack or that they would of been more mindful of
the tile placement.. Tried the demo, loved it.. just like final fantasy, great dialogue , so I bought the early access.. HUGE
disappointment.. every has changed. characters are so weak there is no point playing, even tried the saved game from the demo
and at level 9 basic enemies can literally 1 shot you. Would have thought you could buy new equipment by now, but nope.
Perhaps the developers should have made the demo like the actual game.. I mean a cleric who can revive as the 1st spell but
cannot heal. Had high hopes for this, but feel cheated out of the money. 10\/10 would get this DLC again. Hidden gem!
The only downside about this game is the guilt of having your cute tenants die. Originally, I wasn't going to get this dlc as I feel
it's far too expensive, HOWEVER, if you buy the season pass then you get all 6 upcoming dlc packs, which makes each pack
less than \u00a34!
You also get access to the beta.

I'm a massive fan of Brands Hatch, it's one of my favourite circuits and Reiza have done a top notch job here with Brands and
the other circuits.

The cars are pretty decent too, although I'm more of a fan of saloon cars, DTM, GT3 and WTCC type cars so I'm hoping they
bring something out along those lines soon.

So if you've bought the season pass then this stuff is an absolute steal, my advice would be to get it before it goes up in price :)
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